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Where is there a more exquisite figure to-day than the
Yang Kuei-fei of Mei Lan-tang as she enters the Pavilion
of a Hundred Blossoms, singing languid lyrics to the
moon, or as she begins her drunken dance when she finds
the emperor has deserted her and seeks to drown her sor-
rows in wine ? The theatre is still a mighty force in China
where, as in India, it educates millions of'illiterate* peasants
to know their country's history, and to appreciate the
subtleties of its art. Dr. Tagore has told us of a village
audience in Bengal sitting spellbound at a play in which
strolling artists, without properties and lit only by the flare
of a naphtha lamp, dramatized the subtleties of Hindu
metaphysics: so the Chinese villager has seen scores of
dramas and tales such as the famous Tale of the Three
Dynasties1 which have played a large part in inspiring the
chivalry of Japan. Half the human race is to-day educated
chiefly by wandering minstrel and actor and story-teller*
Dr. Hu Shih, known as the father of the Chinese renais-
sance, says, paradoxically,
Nowhere in this modern world are to be seen such vivid presentations
of the irrevocably lost steps in the slow evolution of the dramatic art
as are seen on the Chinese stage to-day. There one sees every his-
torical survival preserved and carried out with artistic perfection.
The mask is seen in the gorgeously painted face, the dance in the
conventionalized rhythmic movements, the acrobatic games in the
mimic fight on the stage, the soliloquy in almost every play; and the
symbolic scenery... is most skilfully handled by the property men.
. In Japan we have drama of the Sung era crystallized in
the No plays, where the old aristocratic art of poetical
soliloquy may be seen in the process of popularization.
The subtleties of dance and poetry are not enough for the
crowd, which demands also action and dialogue.
It needs a trained eye to note with one of Mei Lan-
fang's Chinese admirers that his facial expression 'may be
compared with the adaptability of running water, which
placed in a square basin is square, but in a round basin is
round*. But which of us cannot enter.into the intoxkation
i San Kuo Chib. ,

